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Abstract 
In this thesis we report the benefits of using extensible Markup Language 
(XML) to support knowledge management of financial information, which include 
indexing, organizing, cross-linking, and retrieval of financial information or 
knowledge. The current search engines cannot provide sufficient performance, such 
as, recall and precision, to support users of financial information, which include both 
non-structured items such as annual reports or press releases, and well-structured 
items such as balance sheet and a financial statement. For investors, making a 
high-quality decision sometimes requires both. 
XML can help by providing tags to create structure. XML provides a 
vendor-neutral approach. XML authors can create arbitrary tags to describe the format 
or structure of data, and are not restricted to the tags in the specification for HTML. 
One of the world's first XML-based prototypes, the ELectronic Financial Filing 
System (ELFFS-XML) has been developed to illustrate how to apply XML to model 
and add value to traditional HTML-based financial information by cross-linking 
related information from different data sources, which is an important step in moving 
i 
from traditional information management to knowledge management. 
To leam the performance of the overall system, we compare the functionality of 
XML-based ELFFS with the original HTML-based ELFFS and SEDAR, an 
electronic filing system used in Canada, as well as propose a framework for 
evaluating XML tag generation. Finally, we recommend some directions for future 
development of similar electronic filing systems. 
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X M L 的標籤 ( t a g ) 可以用來解決部份的問題。它是一個賣主中立 
(vender-natural)的方案去把內容結構化以及加以整理。XML作者可以製作任意 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Corporate filings, news articles, trading data, and information about listed 
companies are some most frequently requested data by investors. Normally, there are 
four different types of participants in an information market: producers, brokers, 
value-adders, and consumers. For a financial information market, investors, either 
private or corporate, are the major consumers. Every day, huge amount of financial 
data and information are generated and the websites, which provide such information 
on the Internet, also increased very rapidly, which creates problems of information 
overload. 
The majority of financial data are disseminated through the Internet in the hope 
that they will be widely available and useful to users. However, a study of Internet 
demography showed that searching, retrieving, and utilizing such financial data has 
become a major challenge to both users and researchers. The challenges include 
issues such as, efficiency, precision, recall, relevance, and value creation. The 
questions been raised by end-users include: 1) issues of efficiency — how can users 
find data they need easily and quickly? 2) issues of precision — how can users search 
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for specific information they need? 3) issues of value creation 一 how can users 
compare specific items of data that lie buried inside thousands of documents? 4) 
issues of relevance — how best to present the contents to the users? 
According to the 10th WWW User Survey [25] by the Graphics, Visualization, & 
Usability Center, only around 25 percent of people used the WWW to access financial 
information on daily basis. The same survey also pointed out that more than 45 
percent of the respondents felt unable to find the information they needed. There are 
many research projects that focus on searching and retrieval: content creation and 
content representation are two areas to attack the information overload problem. 
Ensuring the consistency of document formatting and creating standards of 
information presentation are extremely important. With such standards, the 
information searching becomes much more efficient and effective. Also, it is possible 
to add value to existing data by creating linkages among various pieces of data. With 
such features, it is possible to automate or semi-automate the process of content 
creation, collection, indexing, organizing, storage, and dissemination. 
1.2 Objectives 
Our aim is to build a prototype XML-based ELectronic Financial Filing System 
(ELFFS-XML) to illustrate how to apply the extended Markup Language (XML) to 
2 
model traditional HTML-based financial information, and to add value by 
cross-linking related information from different sources. This is an important step in 
moving away from traditional information management - quickly get the needed 
information at the syntactical level, to knowledge management — quickly get the 
expertise, insight, relationship, etc. at the semantic level. 
In the course of discussion, we will dissect the problems mentioned above in the 
life cycle of financial information, and propose a framework to use XML to rectify 
these shortcomings. It is also hoped that it will help users to manage financial data 
better by systematically converting, synthesizing, and creating financial knowledge 
from data and information. This is a very important element in knowledge 
management [35'. 
To measure the benefits the new system brings, we will compare the 
functionality of XML-based ELFFS with the original HTML-based ELFFS and 
SEDAR, which is an electronic filing system used in Canada, and conduct surveys 
and experiments to see the how much benefit the end-users gain. Some XML tag 
generation facilities are proposed to aid knowledge generation and integration in an 
automated matter. We will evaluation the performance of these facilities to see the 
performance of each of them. Finally, we will also recommend some directions and 
3 
issues for future development of similar electronic filing systems. 
1.3 Organization 
In Chapter 2, we discuss few issues, such as the differences between data, 
information and knowledge; the importance of personal knowledge management; and 
how information transparency and efficiency affect the financial market. These issues 
are crucial to the understanding of the problem as well as the design of the new 
system. We will then propose models to look at how financial documents are to be 
disclosed and the interaction between information producers and consumers so that it 
helps to archive the goal of personal knowledge management. 
Chapter 3 and 4 provide a short discussion about digital financial information 
and issues and problems of organizing financial information on the Internet as well as 
existing electronic financial filing systems. The knowledge structure representation 
and content creation of an ideal electronic filing system will be discussed in Chapter 
4. Chapter 5 contains the solutions we propose including the use of XML, the 
generation of XML tags and various possible value-added services. Chapter 6 
contains a discussion about design requirements, rationales, system architecture and 
details of how the system supports knowledge creation and knowledge management. 
This thesis concludes with a discussion about evaluation of ELFFS-XML and future 
4 
research in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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2 Literature Review & Theoretical Foundation 
In this chapter, we will look at several key issues, such as, knowledge 
management, information transparency and efficiency, as well as XML. These enable 
us to have a better understanding of how XML can be used in a knowledge 
management process to enhance the information transparency and efficiency for 
investors. 
2.1 Data, Information and Knowledge 
There are many definitions of data, information, knowledge and wisdom. 
Different person may give different definitions of these terms. For examples, Tjaden 
；47] viewed data, information and knowledge as a continuum. 
In our view, data are the plain raw facts and measurements, which are not 
analyzed, correlated and processed. Information is simply a collection of data or facts. 
For examples, the temperature at 2:00pm is a datum, while the collection of hourly 
temperature for 3 months are kind of information because we are able to describe 
weather trend of the 3 months from this information. 
However, whether we can forecast the weather of the next few days from the 
weather information of the past 3 months remains a question. To predict the future 
6 
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weather may well need more information, such as the weather record from past years, 
satellite pictures, past experiences, other external information, prediction algorithms 
and correlation of different sets of data and information. The art or technologies for 
weather prediction are what we called knowledge. In simpler words, knowledge is the 
"know how" of a particular subj ect. 
Throughout this thesis, the three words: data, information and knowledge 
frequently appear. It is necessary and important to distinguish among the three. 
2.2 Knowledge Management 
The traditional approach to obtaining information is first to identify what kind of 
information is needed, and, second, to search for that information. The latter means 
watching and listening carefully to the information source that he has located. This 
classical approach works best when the information volume is not too high, and either 
the source contains all the data or it is the only source that exists. However, in a world 
with high information volume and multiple incomplete sources, things get 
complicated. 
The birth of the World Wide Web (WWW) at 1993 by Tim Bemers-Lee [29] 
once gave light to these problems. People started to disseminate financial information 
through this popular application of the Internet. This has partially solved some of the 
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problems users have, for examples, it was fast enough to deliver and was in a 
somehow more centralized sense than using traditional communication medium like 
newspaper and television. Technological advancement in storage technologies also 
helped lowering the dollar per storage unit significantly. 
The Internet as the information superhighway has inevitably created a new 
medium of information delivery in the 90s. At the dawn of the Internet age, people 
thought that it could bring an effective and efficient way to delivery information and 
knowledge. Pool, in 1983, declared that the new communication media could allow 
for more knowledge and easier access [44:. 
The reality in the century, ten years after the birth of the Internet, is that it has 
been over-flooded with too much information. Searching for information on the web 
has not been easy at all, not to mention to extract the useful ones from this sea of 
information. Information has become more widely and wildly distributed and 
formatted than ever before. Even if the scope is limited to financial information, still it 
will not be an easy task to locate what the user wants. People start complaining that 
they cannot cope up with the amount of information that they have to search for and 
handle, not to mention the time spent on picking out the right piece of information 
they need. Here comes the need for personal knowledge management. 
8 
According to Thomas Davenport [13], knowledge management is a systematic 
attempt to create, gather, distribute and use knowledge. What is knowledge then? Matt 
Richtel [39] defines knowledge as information that is accessible and that can be 
directly used to solve a problem while information is just raw and impenetrable data 
like the World Wide Web. In other words, knowledge management is a methodology 
to add value to raw data and to convert them into useful knowledge. 
There are many classifications of knowledge management processes. John 
Gundry and etc. [20] think that knowledge management process involves 1. Capture; 
2. Organization and Storage; 3. Distribution or Sharing; 4. Application or Leverage. 
Rudy Ruggles [41] describes the three primary knowledge activities as 1. Knowledge 
Generation; 2. Knowledge Codification; 3. Knowledge Transfer. On the other hand, 
Jason Frand [17] explained knowledge management is involved whenever 
information is 1. Created; 2. Acquired; 3. Evaluated/Assessed; 4. Organized/Stored; 
5. Catalogued/Classified/Indexed and 6. Retrieved. 
We define personal knowledge management as a process for user of information 
to 1. Gather; 2. Organize; 3. Analyze; 4. Absorb; and 5. Store the information and turn 
them into manageable knowledge. 
The personal knowledge management processes involve both the information 
9 
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producer and the information consumer. Information producers are the one who 
creates and delivers the information to end-users while information consumers are the 
users of information. Aid from the information producer is very important for a well 
designed personal knowledge management mechanism because the structure of 
delivered information can affect the possibility to provide machine assistance in any 
step of the above personal knowledge management process. 
We will further discuss the implications of knowledge management and the 
information or knowledge flow between investors and information providers in 
Chapters 3 and 4. 
2.3 Information Transparency and Efficiency 
Transparency and efficiency are two extremely important issues to the users of 
financial information [51]. Transparency can be defined as the visibility of a financial 
market. The more transparent the market is, the more the investors are able to know its 
operation and its major activities. Efficiency refers to the time and effort needed by 
users to search and retrieve the necessary information. In order to make high quality 
decisions and narrow the gaps between private investors and corporate investors, both 
issues need to be solved. 
Lack of information transparency and efficiency has been one of the major 
10 
problems and of increasing seriousness in the almost any financial market in the 
world. Take Hong Kong as an example, the case of the Peregrine Group and 
Association of Chartered Certified Association (ACCA) gave strong evidences for the 
existence of low information transparency in the local financial market while there are 
also evidences that information efficiency is relatively low here. 
2.3.1 Transparency 
The Peregrine Group was one of the largest local investment firms in Hong 
Kong, The group took on a substantial exposure to fixed income investment in 
Indonesia. The investment associated with a high exchange risk of currency, which 
became non-performing and led to the insolvency of the group. Eventually, the group 
applied for provisional liquidation on 13 January 1998 [22]. However, the financial 
status of the group was revealed just after the provisional liquidation. 
The ACCA hinted that the disclosure of major shareholders of listed companies 
was generally inadequate [9]. For instance, the disclosure of mortgage shares of major 
shareholders to the public was not mandatory and this disclosure can affect the stock 
price of a listed company to a certain extent. 
Furthermore, the ACCA also pointed out that window dressing and discretionary 
reporting in the financial filings made it very difficult to fully understand the real 
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financial status of a listed company. Not all financial details are provided in the 
financial reports, according to the research by ACCA [49]. Some reports have been 
dressed so that they tend to provide more optimistic and forward-looking materials, 
which are not crucial to the financial reporting and may even give false impressions to 
individual investors. 
Document length has grown significantly from 1975 to 1996, according to 
Schleicher [42], while most of these additional contents were in the unaudited, 
qualitative, and forward-looking sections of the report. Graphs in the reports have 
inevitably become a tool for effective communications with readers. However, they 
may be manipulated such that readers may perceive a better view of the financial 
status of the companies [5] by selectivity, measurement distortion and presentational 
enhancement [6'. 
Although the ACCA cases may mostly be connected to the United Kingdom, 
Hong Kong has long been a British colony and the accounting system in Hong Kong 
was inherited from the British legacy. It is very convincing to say that Hong Kong 
suffers from the same problems of the UK. 
These cases clearly showed that the level of financial transparency of listed 
companies very low. Although, it may mean that the legislation in Hong Kong 
12 
regarding financial disclosure was inadequate, that can also mean that there were no 
standards for financial filings and disclosures. 
Imagine the case if some fine but crucial details are missing from financial 
filings. People may not even notice that until they have financial damages. Even if 
someone smart notices that, he still cannot fairly compare the financial performance 
of two different companies because the data is incomplete. Here we can see the 
importance of financial document filing methodologies. 
2.3.2 Efficiency 
Teletext information service is one of the major ways to obtain real time financial 
information in Hong Kong. To use this service, a Teletext machine is needed. The cost 
of the machine together with the monthly fee is always not affordable by small 
investors. 
Currently, only part of the company disclosures will also be published in local 
newspapers and public media. If small investors want to obtain those information that 
are not publicly available，they have to spend huge amount of time, energy and money 
to locate the needed information. These traditional channels are highly inefficient. 
Information efficiency has long and deep effect in a financial market. For 
example, it is very difficult for an individual investor to take advantage of news that 
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has already been published in today's newspaper. Someone must have had acted to 
take advantage of that news before him. 
Goetzmaim claimed that there are many advantages of an efficient market [44:. 
First, the market price will remain stable relative to the real economic price even with 
arbitraging activities. He also believed that an efficient market leads to greater 
liquidity due to fact that people spend less in obtaining information. Lastly, he 
claimed that arbitrageurs provide liquidity to investors who need to sell or buy 
securities for purposes other than speculation. 
Besides these advantages, we believe that small individual investors can gain 
advantages against large corporate investors if information efficiency of the market 
can be enhanced such that they do not have to spend so much time and resources on 
information. 
2.4 extensible Markup Language (XML) 
To separate the content layer of financial information from and the presentation 
layer, we use the extensible Markup Language (XML) to represent the content of 
these data. XML is a recently adopted standard by the World Wide Web Consortium in 
1998 [7]. 
As a restricted subset of SGML，XML is similar to HTML and SGML in using 
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tags to create structures [43]. While SGML is too generalized and HTML is too 
presentation specific, XML sets a vendor-neutral approach to structuring contents. 
XML authors can create arbitrary tags to describe their data, rather than restricted to a 
specific number of tags given in the specification. This is what XML is good for. Once 
a well-formatted XML document is written, a piece of software called an XML 
processor will be able to form a tree-like logical data structure of the contents. The 
processor can access the contents of the XML document according to the instructions 
of an XML application. 
Structured documents like XML has several advantages [27]: 
1. Addressability: contents can be found, searched or sorted in an easy, 
reliable and efficient maimer. 
2. Validation: wrongly formatted and missing data in a structured document 
can be spotted. 




3 Digital Financial Information and Issues 
Traditionally, financial information/data were disseminated through traditional 
media or channels. At one time in the United States, for example, financial filings 
were only made available to the public via five nationwide Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) reading rooms. To obtain the information they needed, investors 
had to travel to these locations, do a search, and then make photocopies. Such 
disclosure system was extremely inefficient. Private companies, such as Mead Data 
Central, also provided financial information via dedicated connections with extremely 
high charge. Overnight services cost corporate customers $75,000 per year in 1994. 
Although real-time financial information was readily available on real-time basis, not 
every investor could afford it. 
Since the advent of the Internet and hypertext [34], we started to see changes. 
Most financial information was digitized and disseminated through Internet. Next, we 
discuss the problems of managing financial information on Internet and discuss some 
electronic financial filing systems. We also propose the financial document disclosure 




3.1 Managing Financial Information on the Internet 
Making investment decisions is neither easy nor trivial, especially for 
professional investors who focus on global markets. They have to monitor the latest 
price movements, analyze the trends and future performance of certain financial 
instruments, watch the latest news that may affect the prices, study the background of 
the investment environment, complete and comply some formally required 
investment procedures, manage a large set of portfolios, and even ask for advises from 
other experts. It is not difficult to imagine how much time and effort a professional 
investor has to spend before making a decision. 
Financial information that an investor may use every day include stock price 
fluctuations, reports and filings from listed companies, news articles, research reports, 
background information about companies or countries, and even tick-by-tick stock 
data. 
One with more complete market information is in a much better position than 
another one with insufficient information to support investment decision making. In a 
constantly changing financial market, obtaining perfect information is impossible 
especially when one market is also affected by others. Over the past few years, 
Internet has become a major information source for investors and it provides 
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information that covers almost all the major financial markets in the world and their 
products. This quick adoption of the Internet accelerated the explosion of digital 
contents and information overload has become a major challenge. 
We conducted a preliminary survey (see Appendix I) to study the usage of 
financial information on the Internet. We have interviewed 42 persons to identify the 
major problems they encountered when accessing financial information. Of the 42 
interviewees, 30 were investors, 10 were financial software developers and the rest 
were information system administrators. From this survey, we found that the financial 
information on the Internet was: 
1. Time consuming to gather — it has become an undeniable fact that 
collecting financial information that is useful in making financial decisions 
is very time-consuming. Imagine how many different types/formats of 
information and channels available on the Internet. Most search engines 
could not provide satisfactory performance in both recall and precision. 
2. Volatile to catch — financial information never stop to wait for someone to 
catch it before vanishes. 
3. Distributed and fragmented in nature — information is not available only 
from one source. Information propagates from every comer of the world 
18 
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and may reach any arbitrary location. 
4. Bulky to store — Every day the world generates hundreds of terabyte of 
data. Among these, almost one-third belongs to financial or investment 
sector. 
5. Too fast to collect - it is doubtful whether any device in the world is 
capable of receiving all the vital financial information. 
6. Easily perishable - news is one of the most valuable forms of information 
if it is fresh. The earlier one can receive financial news, the more 
advantages it gives. In other words, the fresher a piece of news is, the more 
value it carries. The freshness of information is heavily channel dependent. 
7. Redundant — information can be repeated in several channels. Problems of 
duplication and conflicting information are always there. Effort is wasted in 
the process of sorting these out. 
8. Varying in content representation - information can be presented in 
many different formats. For examples, texts, charts, figures, or tables. There 
is no standard about how information should look or be represented. 
9. Difficult to be processed by human - even though all the above problems 
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can be solved, there is still a big question mark about how efficiently and 
effectively that a human can receive, memorize, analyze, and use the 
available information. 
3.2 Existing Electronic Financial Filing Systems 
When Internet became available, financial information was scattered and 
without organization or standard. But with the new Internet technologies, traditional 
disclosure approaches, including by fax or by floppy disks, seemed insufficient. A 
systematic solution - an electronic financial filing system, a kind of digital library 
16], that collects, processes, stores, organizes, and disseminates financial 
information was bom to aid filers, regulators, and investors. 
Filers usually are the companies that need to file financial documents to the 
regulatory bodies, such as, Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) in Hong Kong. 
They are required by law to submit information for disclosure to the public. The 
regulators are responsible for collecting the submissions from the filers, processing 
them, and guaranteeing that the information received are correct, valid, and sufficient, 
as well as making them available to the public. 
Different countries have different electronic financial filing system. SEDAR [8: 
is a Canadian project that focuses on building a financial information repository to 
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support investors. It collects financial reports or documents from Canadian listed 
companies, which can be in different formats, and creates a web accessible archive for 
users. 
EDGAR [26] (Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval) is the US 
effort support the collecting, indexing, organizing, and disseminating financial filings 
through Internet. It provides facilities for filing parties to format their reports in 
SGML. Important information about the reports is tagged according to the SGML 
standards. However, there is no clear requirement for filing parties to tag items such 
as, performance data, or profit and loss data, which are important for improving the 
search efficiency and for providing value-adding services. 
ELFFS, or ELectronic Financial Filing System, was an initiative at the 
University of Hong Kong that endorsed by the Securities and Futures Commission 
(SFC) of Hong Kong Government to support digitizing, collecting, archiving, and 
disseminating financial information using traditional HTML [51]. 
3.3 Financial Document Disclosure Model 
From the point of view of an information producer, we break up the financial 
document disclosure process to a seven-stage model as shown in Figure 1. The seven 
stages are Information Creation, Information Collection, Information Storage, 
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Knowledge Generation, Knowledge Dissemination, Knowledge Presentation, and 
Feedback. 
Information This is where information or raw data is created 
Creation 
X T 
VI ~ ~ This is how information is being transferred to a � Information , . , . Collection central repository or archive 
/ ~ ~ ^ — — 
/ Information This is how the raw information is being stored at the 
" s t o r a g r repository 
~ ~ Raw data and information are mixed, extracted, 
ow ® 8® condensed, crossed referenced, lined, indexed, Genera ion categorized, summarized in this stage to produce 
more useful information called knowledge 
“ ^ Knowledge delivered to users through different Knowledge channels including WWW, NNTP, WAP, pager, Dissemination ^ , , ^ , ^ f . ^ ^ telephone, teletext, etc. 
~ ~ The delivered knowledge is presented in different 
^ o w l e d g e forms such as WWW, video, image, hypertext, 
sen a ion sound, virtual reality contents, maps, indexes, 
\ g . . 
\ “ A user base or community is formed to solicit 
\ Feedback feedback, comments and even knowledge of the 
‘ users back to the collection stage of the process. 
Figure 1. The Seven-stage Model of Financial Document Disclosure 
This model was derived from the previously mentioned knowledge management 
processes and was adapted specifically to suit the needs for financial information 
disclosure in ELFFS-XML. It aims to improve market transparency and efficiency by 
feeding processed knowledge to investors instead of plain information in an efficient 
manner. This is especially beneficial to small investors, who only have limited 
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capabilities and resources to process information and capturing knowledge as 
opposed to institutional investors, who according to Potter, can significantly affect the 
stock price variability [37:. 
3.4 Interaction Between Information Producers and 
Consumers 
We have seen the information needs of investors and their behavior for obtaining 
information. At the same time, we have also discussed how the information 
producers, such as the existing financial document disclosure systems, act in various 
stages of the disclosure model. Now, we take a look at how information producers and 
consumers interact with each other to close the gap between the two and to enable us 
to better design the architecture of the new system. 
To be precise, information producers include all the parties who are involved in 
data gathering, information creation, value adding, brokering, and delivery [23；. 
Some information producers involve in only one of these processes while some of 
them involve more than one. Together with the information consumers, this forms a 
value chain as in Figure 2. 
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Data Producing Information Value-Adding 
^ I . 
Consuming ^ Delivery ^ Brokering 
Figure 2. Value Chain in Information Market 
In the information market, information consumers can actually be one of the 
parties involved in the middle of the chain. In order words, a value adder to 
information may well be information consumer and information producer at the same 
time. 
We have briefly categorized the information consumers into three groups, 
namely, individuals, financial regulators and value adders. Each of them has different 
information needs and behavior towards information production and consumption. 
Due to the scope of this thesis, we will only discuss about individuals, that is, 
investors. 
Figure 3 shows the interactions between information producers and consumers. 
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Figure 3. Interactions Between Information Producers and Consumers 
The figure shows the steps of the document disclosure model of information 
producer as well as the steps of the information consumer behavior. The boxes on the 
lines show the action of the step in which there is data flow. The bubbles show the 
possible actions or objects involved in these steps. 
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3.5 Gluing All Together 
As we discussed earlier, contents exist in different forms, such as data, 
information, and knowledge. We also know that financial contents are vital to 
financial information consumers - the investors. The how and what, that is, 
information efficiency and transparency, directly affect the benefits of investors. 
We argue that investors and all other information consumers need a knowledge 
management process, or simply personal knowledge management facility, to help 
them to navigate through all the available financial contents on the Internet. Existing 
financial disclosure systems are attempting to help achieving this goal. However, they 
all fall short of providing complete knowledge management facilities for both data 
creators, logics writers, and end users. Essentially, a mapping between the financial 
contents disclosure process and knowledge management is missing there. 
In this thesis, we filled this gap by proposing the Seven-stage Model of Financial 
Document Disclosure. We further illustrated the interactions between information 
producers and consumers as the blueprint for the design of ELFFS-XML, which will 
be discussed in Chapter 6. In the following Chapters 4 and 5’ we will identify and 
discuss the core enabling technology — XML, which bridges the financial disclosure 
model and the ELFFS-XML implementation in a perfect harmony. 
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4 Ideal Electronic Financial Disclosure System 
We carefully analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of each filing system found 
room for improvement. An ideal electronic filing system should allow the submission 
of documents via the Internet to increase the speed of transmission as well as to lower 
the transmission costs. It should also support processing and validating the 
submissions, and should be able to store and create archives. It needs to be able to 
organize, index, and extract the useful clues, trends, and relationships by techniques 
such as data mining, information retrieval, cross-linking, and knowledge 
management. This crucial step can be defined as knowledge generation. 
Such an electronic financial filing system would greatly increase the 
transparency and the efficiency of markets, and would foster a sound environment for 
financial investment. However, all the existing electronic filing systems have 
deficiencies. We will provide a comparison of different financial disclosure systems 
in Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
Building an ideal system that provides facilities for personal knowledge 
management is not easy and we take a look at the major concerns below. 
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4.1 Structure and Representation of Knowledge 
Traditionally digitized documents were mainly in plain text format. That is, all 
the texts digitized were pulled from the printed version except graphics, images, and 
maps. The digitized version has no specific and required format or style. The 
paragraphs in the digitized version might only be separated by an empty line. Titles 
and headings were not easily distinguishable even by human judgment. To find a 
specific piece of information inside, one needs to scan through the whole text. 
Therefore, significant human judgment and attention are needed. A plain text annual 
report may look like Figure 4. 
1997/98 Annual Report 
Chairman's Statement 
In the year under review, Group profit grew from 
HK$82.31 million for the previous year to HK$90.25 
million, reflecting an increasing of 9.6%. Earnings 
per share were 22.6 cents, compared to 20.6 cents 
for the previous year. 
An interim dividend of 3 cents per share was paid 
in January, 1995, and your Directors recommend a 
final dividend of 7 cents per share for adoption at 
the forthcoming Annual General Meeting. 
Figure 4. Sample Annual Report Fragments 
From the day when the World Wide Web was bom, a HyperText Markup 
Language was needed to "mark up" contents in order to create the format that can be 
presented on the web. There were four major uses of HTML [38]: 
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1. Publish online documents with headings, text, tables, lists, photos, etc. 
2. Retrieve online information via hypertext links, at the click of a button. 
3. Design forms for conducting transactions with remote services, for use in 
searching for information, making reservations, ordering products, etc. 
4. Include spreadsheets, video clips, sound clips, and other applications 
directly in their documents. 
Like its parent Standardized General Markup Language (SGML), HTML has tag 
like structures. Tag names are specified between a less-than sign and a greater-than 
sign. Tags usually appear in pairs. The ending tag must have the same name as its 
corresponding opening tag with an addition forward slash “/，，preceding its name. 
Almost all of the HTML tags in the specification are designed for content layout and 
presentation. For examples, the “<B>“ tag specifies that the text enclosed is bold; the 
"<BR>" tag specifies that a line break be inserted in the place of the text. It is not 
difficult to tell that HTML was designed for layout. 




<TITLE>1997/98 Annual Report</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 




<br> , , 
In the year under review. Group profit grew from HK$82.31 million 
for the previous year to HK$90.25 million, reflecting an increasing 
of 9.6%. Earnings per share were 22.6 cents, compared to 20.6 
cents for the previous year. 
<br> 
<br> 
An interim dividend of 3 cents per share was paid in January, 1995, 
and your Directors recommend a final dividend of 7 cents per share 




Figure 5. HTML Format of Annual Report 
When more and more web sites appeared globally, people started to realize the 
need to be able to search these pages across the Internet. Search engines were then 
built. The approach these engines used was simple: fetch every page known on the 
Web, strip away all the HTML tags, and then index them page by page, sentence by 
sentence, word by word. 
What makes the problem even worse is some tags seem to provide some 
information about the contents. For example, the "<H1>" tag supposedly denotes the 
first level heading. However, many web authors tend to use a combination of tags 
such as "<DIV ALIGN=CENTER><FONT SIZE=“+2”><B�<U�” instead to 
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override the default presentation "<H1>" styles set by the browsers. This defeats the 
whole purpose of the "<H1>" tag. 
We are dealing with different views of the same piece of information. One view 
is how the content is presented; on the other hand, we are concerning what the content 
is. This is what metadata [30] is about. HTML consists of many tags controlling how 
the content is laid out and how it looks. We cannot tell from the tags what information 
a HTML page contains in an easy, efficient and automated manner. Metadata, on the 
contrary, can tell us the description of the content. HTML documents are actually a 
mixture of both content and presentation instructions, which makes it very difficult to 
process by both human beings and machines. In other words, HTML pages are 
unstructured. 
Some people may argue that since HTML is a subset of SGML and is written 
according to a predictable set of rules, it should be considered structured rather than 
unstructured. This is partly true, but we would say; HTML is only structured in the 
sense that some structured presentation instructions are embedded inside unstructured 
contents. This is what exactly makes HTML more wild and unmanageable. 
In fact, few facilities exist for HTML to store metadata. One way is to use HTML 
comments to describe the metadata [50]. Another method is to use tags. One of them 
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is TITLE and the other is META. As its name suggests, the “ � T I T L E � ” tag contains 
the title of the page. The “<META〉，，tag, on the other hand, contains some 
meaningful information such as keywords and description to help search engines to 
produce more relevant results for users. In spite of this, a study [28] shows that only 
one-third of the sites used this meta tag facility. 
The limited capabilities of these meta data tags may explain why only a small 
number of users chose to use this facility. The meta tag only supports an attribute pair 
of "name" and “content，，. All the metadata must be stated using this notation. Unlike 
SGML，parameterized metadata are not supported. It is also clear that some of the 
contents have to be duplicated in the same file in the metadata section. This will create 
a redundancy problem, which will be described next. Search engines still have to 
index the remaining article, because these simple metadata are just a subset of the 
contents and definitely not enough to produce useful results against users' query. 
Davenport believed there are two types of knowledge [13]: the first is tacit 
knowledge and the second is explicit knowledge. Metadata are, in fact, the most basic 
type of explicit knowledge about a document. Without them, we cannot understand 
what is inside a document in computational terms. HTML falls within this type of 
document formats. If we are unable to understand a document, it is arguable that we 
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will not be able to codify the knowledge and turn it into tacit knowledge, which 
requires complicated, extensive and systematic processing of the explicit knowledge. 
4.2 Content Creation 
Today, people want to create value from the huge amount of raw information. 
While it may be easy to collect raw data, processing it to create knowledge is another 
story. 
Raw information exists in too many forms. From text, HTML, streaming 
tick-by-tick data, video, and many proprietary formats such as Microsoft Word; or 
Corel Word Perfect. To handle these different types of input, some sort of filters, 
converters or interpreters have to be prepared in order to extract information from 
these sources. When it comes to unstructured documents like HTML, and other 
documents generated by presentation-based software, content extraction becomes 
even more difficult. Very often, some guesswork or some artificial intelligence 
approaches such as natural language processing (NLP) [1], neural network and fuzzy 
logic have to be put in place to analyze and leam the semantic and syntactic 
relationships between words and sentences. Precision and recall of these techniques 
may not adequate enough for us to depend on when we are dealing with critical 
financial data. In addition, NLP may be slow as the number of documents on the 
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Internet is growing in an unimaginable speed. NLP also requires rich grammatical 
structures, which do not necessarily exhibited inside HTML pages, to be effective in 
extraction [31:. 
Some measures can be taken to target HTML pages with fixed layouts and styles, 
using a template-based or rule based extraction approach. Using this approach, a 
sample page is collected and its structure is analyzed. Perhaps there is a row number 
and the column number where the company name is recorded, or the text after the 
third "<BR>" tag can be treated as the title of a page. In the Jedi [18] system, a 
rule-based engine was developed to extract the data from the raw source using 
predefined rules. Different type of data source must have different sets of rules 
defined manually. 
This poses a significant problem to both content/layout developers and logic 
developers. When the layout of the content is changed by content/layout developers, 
they have to tell the logic developers to fix their templates or the application will fail 
suddenly. In many cases, the content/layout developers feel no responsibility to notify 
logic developers, and it is certainly impossible to notify all the unknown and 
unknowable logic developers around the world. 
Because some of the syntax used in HTML is not too strict, data extraction from 
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a HTML document may not be easy or even possible. For example, the <BR> tag in 
HTML does not require a corresponding end tag. A newly created standard, called 
XHTML [36], has been recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium to address 
this issue. XHTML aims to reform the messy HTML specification by making the 
original HTML specification XML compliant. However, XHTML still targets mainly 
on data presentation and thus lacks the flexibility to handle structured data. 
Data redundancy is another problem. It is inevitable that after useful information 
has been extracted from the raw information and data, the information has to be laid 
out again in order to be presented to users. To some extents, some data are duplicated 
-one copy in a raw information source and another copy on a readable page. Keeping 
two sets of data not only means that it costs more for storage, it also means that it costs 
more to manage. If the same data are used in other pages, they have to be duplicated 
again. When the original data needs changes or adjustments, multiple places may 
have to be updated. This is no trivial task, even for computers. 
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5 Proposed Approach 
In the Chapter 4, we have seen the disadvantages of using HTML as a document 
format for financial information. HTML is certainly far from ideal for use with 
financial document. Here, we propose the use of XML as the primary document 
format and the methodology to define the XML tags. We will also discuss how to 
create value from XML documents with the use of extensible Style Language (XSL) 
and extensible Server Page (XSP) to provide the separation of data, logic and 
presentation layers. 
5.1 Preliminary XML Data Dictionary 
As mentioned earlier, XML has many advantages for use in an environment 
where high degree of content, logic and presentation separation is desired. At the 
starting stage of our studies, we have proposed a preliminary XML data dictionary 
about finance and annual reports. Figure 6 shows a sample XML formatted financial 






<banner>_0 03 0511.jpg</banner> 
<title>1997/98 Annual Report</title> 
<coid>003 0</coid> 














In the year under review. Group profit grew from <perf-profit-lastyr> 
HK$82.31 million < / ; p e r f-profit-lastyr�for the previous year to 
<perf-profit-thisyr>HK$90.25 million</perf-profit-thisyr>, reflecting 
an increasing of <perf-prof itpinc-thisy:r�9 • 6%</pe:rf-prof itpinc-thisyr�. 
Earnings per share were <perf-eps-thisyr>22.6 cents </perf-eps-thisyr>, 




An interim dividend of <perf_idiv_thisyr�3 cents c/perf_idiv_thisyr� per 
share was paid in January, 1995, and your Directors recommend a final 
dividend of <perf-div-thisyr>7 cents</perf-div-thisyr> per share for 





Figure 6. XML Format of Annual Report 
From the above example, the financial report is enclosed by the “�fi l i ng�” tag. 
There are two major sections inside, one is “ � d a t a � ” nd the other is “�body〉，，. Inside 
"<data>", there are a number of vital data about the document, such as document 
identifier, document title, and date together with a couple of keywords. Inside 
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“�body〉，’，there ar  “ � s i d e b a r � ” and “�maintext〉,，tags nd inside “�maintext〉”， 
there are two “�paragraph〉,，tags. The content of the report is mainly placed inside 
these “�paragraph�,’ tags. 
Some key performance data about the report have been tagged in this example 
using an extended version of the core DTD as found in Appendix IL They are "profit 
last year” ("<perf-profit-lastyr>"), "profit this year" ("<perf-profit-thisyr>"), "profit 
percentage increase this year" ("<perf-profitpinc-thisyr>"), "earnings per share this 
year，，("<perf-eps-thisyr>"), “earnings per share last year" ("<perf-eps-lastyr>"), 
"interim dividend this year" ("<perf-idiv-thisyr>") and "final dividend this year" 
("<perf-idiv-lastyr>"). 
After this XML page is fed into an XML processor, a XML document tree like 
the following is generated. Document contents and data can be easily extracted 








I I I I 
~ • DOCID ，F ^ 
• TYPE SIDEBAR MAINTEXT 
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~ W BANNER I 
• TITLE * R ~ I 
PARAGRAPH PARAGRAPH 
• COID ~~ 
• CONAME — • PERF-PROFIT-LASTYR — • PERF-IDIV-THISYR 
— • DATE • PERF-PROFIT-THISYR I ； 
• perf-div-thisyr 
• keyword 一 • perf-profitpinc-thisyr 
L - • keyword • perf-eps-thisyr 
• pref-eps-lastyr 
Figure 7. Structured XML Tree of Annual Report 
Besides the performance tags mentioned above, we have proposed several others 
in Table 1. In the table, “time，，refers to either "thisyr" or “lastyr，，. The full list of 
performance tags with unified naming can be found in Appendix III. 
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Tas Name Explanation 
<perf-tumover-time> Turnover 
<perf-tumoverinc-time> Turnover Increase 
<perf-tumoverpinc-time> Turnover Percentage Increase 
<perf-nproFit-time> Net Profit 
<perf-nproFitinc-time> Net Profit Increase 
<perf-nprofitpinc-time> Net Profit Percentage Increase 
<perf-profitat-time> After-Tax Profit 
<perf-profitatinc-time> 一 After-Tax Profit Increase 
<perf-profitatpinc-time>After-Tax Profit Percentage Increase 
<perf-profitbt-time> Before-Tax Profit 
<perf-profitbtinc-time> Before-Tax Profit Increase 
<perf-profitbtpinc-time> Before-Tax Profit Percentage Increase 
Table 1. List of Tags of Annual Report 
5.2 Creation of XML Tags 
We proposed the use of XML as the primary storage format for financial data, but 
what the tags should be remains one of the major issues. 
There are too many different financial documents available from different 
organizations, including public listed companies, banks, governmental agencies, as 
well as news media. These materials contain large amount of useful information as 
well as duplicate and perhaps useless materials at the same time. Who should be 
responsible for determining the meta data of these documents? What should the 
selection criteria be for the tags? Is one set of meta data suitable for all types of 
financial information? 
In theory, if all financial reports were in XML using a single DTD, processing 
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these documents could be fully automated. This is the ideal case. In reality, most filers 
do not markup their file using XML. Even if they do, they use different DTDs. This 
imposes certain technical difficulties here. As of this writing, a new XML standard 
called extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) [21] has been released. It is 
an attempt to provide a framework defined by a standards group for XML business 
reports. 
In this thesis, we attempted a different approach. We used a combination of three 
methods to generate the tags, namely, a statistical and information retrieval approach, 
an accounting and auditing practice approach, and an investor feedback approach. All 
the XML tags generated here can be added into our preliminary XML data dictionary 
described in above. 
5.2.1 Statistical Information Retrieval 
This approach uses computational methodologies to find out what is useful in 
daily financial information. We pooled a total of 5000 news articles related to South 
East Asia available from Reuters, 200 governmental financial articles, and 20 annual 
reports from different listed companies in order to create an archive to support the 
identification of tags. We used several techniques to support tag generation. 
The first uses term frequency and document frequency calculations to find the 
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weights of terms and phrases in all the documents. We used the top 150 terms and 
phrases to generate tags. For example, alliances, mergers, and acquisitions appeared 
in several documents and with high weights. Therefore, we created a tag for such 
actions. 
We have also tried the concept space approach, which was developed by the 
University of Arizona [10] to identify possible tags. We have used numerous books 
[15] [24] as well as a couple of online financial and business dictionaries to create our 
ELFFS thesaurus. Then we did object-filtering and automatic indexing for each of the 
articles. A list of concepts was generated after we performed a co-occurrence analysis. 
Term frequency and document frequency calculations were used to find the combined 
weights of terms and phrases in the concept space. All the subjects in the 
automatically generated thesaurus were then used to help identify semantically 
duplicated terms. This can significantly enhance the quality of the ELFFS-XML tags 
by providing feedback from the articles themselves. 
We have described how the base thesaurus is formed. The thesaurus can expand 
from time to time when the number of documents collected by the system grows. The 
extra thesaurus is auto-generated from the list of documents collected by the spider 
agent and Reuters news agent. The spiders collect articles from a fixed list of web 
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sites providing financial news as well as from the Reuters data source. 
The multi-document concept space approach [46] is used here for additional 
thesaurus generation. First, the generator agent queries the data source abstraction 
layer for a list of documents that is new from the “texture data，，object. That means a 
list of documents from financial web sites and from Reuters news source will be 
retrieved. 
The batch of documents will then be preprocessed to include indexed markers of 
each sentence and paragraph. A stop word list is then used as filter to screen out the 
common non-semantic bearing words. Phrases are then taken out for automatic 
indexing. Cluster analysis using the Hopfield Net classification is then carried out to 
generate the concept space. The concept space is then merged with the existing space 
inside the data layer and new concepts marked as new. 
The advantage of this approach is that keywords, subjects, and issues in all the 
articles can be extracted, and duplicates eliminated automatically without major 
human intervention. The data dictionary stored in the system will expand and more 
tags can be generated as our knowledge base increases. 
5.2.2 Accounting and Auditing Practice 
To make the metadata more realistic and practical, we examined the code of 
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practices of several accounting firms and auditing firms to see what they cared about 
in the auditing process. 
We have manually summarized the code of practices and major accounting rules 
and regulations in Hong Kong, including the manual published by the Hong Kong 
Society of Accountants (HKSA) [12]，and ACCA [4]. An additional list of tags was 
generated after this process. 
5.2.3 Investors' Feedback 
Investors are usually the final recipient and consumer of the financial 
information. We also listen to their opinions when creating tags. Before the first draft 
of the DTD, we interviewed 30 investors (see Appendix I) about what information 
they want to see from different types of financial information. The questionnaire was 
designed to be open-ended so to allow them to elaborate as much as possible. 
A second stage of the knowledge management portion of our system 
automatically solicits feedback from users after they have viewed the documents. 
They can also discuss them with other users, and there are facilities to allow them to 
collaborate on the analysis of the documents, so that the system can compute what 
investors want most. 
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5.3 Value-Added Services 
Just marking up data and adding tags is insufficient. The logic layer — or the 
XML application layer is a set of separate applications to process or manipulate XML 
data. It does not deal with content creation, nor presentation. It deals with information 
processing where knowledge, such as, relationships and associations, are created. 
Because XML and the Data Type Definitions (DTD) for the financial documents are 
well-defined, the logic layer can work independently by selecting, filtering, or 
processing tags from one or more XML documents to form a XML tree. The 
extensible Server Page language (XSP) [33] is used in the logic layer. An extra layer 
of extensible Style Language (XSL) [2], the style sheet is used to present the structure 
of data. This results in a pure separation of the three layers, namely, content layer, 
logic layer and presentation layer. 
There are countless ways to make sense of or add value to the marked-up data. 
For a single XML financial report, we can easily know what data it contains and what 
it does not contain. Some listed companies add window-dressing the financial reports 
to confuse or mislead investors. These techniques are legal, but highly undesirable, or 
even unethical. Missing or tweaked data in these reports make financial comparisons, 
and hence decisions difficult. Marking up the financial documents according to a 
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predefined set of tags not only helps financial monitoring agencies enforce reporting 
conformance, but it helps investors by providing them with more standardized data. 
According to the XML specification, one of XML's aims is to make sure that 
XML is understandable by human eyes. That is to say, XML helps people who are 
authoring these financial reports. It will help them to avoid missing information and 
more importantly, it helps them by concentrating on the content, but not the 
presentation. This is attributed to the three layer separated nature of XML. Investment 
in expensive proprietary word processing software can also be waived because XML 
is just a plain text format. Yet, one can still include fancy graphics and other external 
files inside the XML document as entities. 
A tool for searching through these financial information is also indispensable. 
Besides the basic fields about the document such as date or type, people, places, times 
and finance related keywords can also be searched in an archive of XML documents. 
This definitely helps users to find the information they are looking for quickly. 
Performance comparison of various companies is a useful tool. Some prediction 
and analysis can be done and output after the raw XML reports are collected. This can 
help to evaluate the performance of a group of companies as well as predicting the 
trend of a single financial instrument or a company as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Performance Comparison of Listed Companies 
Cross linkage of knowledge is one of the important features that most modem 
financial information system are missing. Many current implementations focus on a 
single data source, say tick-by-tick data or news articles. It is particularly beneficial if 
more than one of these sources are combined, for example, if both financial reports 
and the news articles from Reuters are summarized using the concept space approach. 
Then all the topics and keywords that are grouped together would be indexed. When 
users view a financial report, they immediately receive further reading listing with 
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Figure 9. Cross-linking of Knowledge 
Viewing experience for users is always important, and viewing if only the raw 
XML documents is not very pleasant. Using XSL transformation and formatting, the 
raw XML data can be transformed into well formatted HTML documents that can be 
viewed through browsers, into plain text that is suitable for teletext viewing, into 
WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) pages for mobile phones, or the Portable 
Document Format (PDF) for printing. 
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6 Design and Development of ELFFS-XML 
In this section，we see how the new XML based system ELFFS-XML can be 
designed and implemented. The seven stages financial information disclosure model 
described earlier was used to serve the basic framework for our system design to 
maximize the benefits in terms of personal knowledge management for information 
consumers. 
6.1 Stages of ELFFS-XML 
This section describes an overview of the various stages, namely, Information 
Creation, Information Collection/Storage, Knowledge Generation, Knowledge 
Dissemination/Presentation, and Feedback in ELFFS-XML with respect to the view 
of the information producers and consumers. Various aspects of these stages will be 
discussed and requirements and issues to system design and architecture will also be 
explored. 
6.1.1 Information Creation 
Raw financial information appears in different forms. They can be plain text 
(unstructured content), HTML (unstructured content, structured presentation), or even 
video data (unstructured content). In ELFFS-XML, we aimed to provide facilities for 
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content creators to create structured contents using XML. 
The first step was the conversion of the Java-based cross-platform formatting 
agent for financial report filers. It was originally used to produce HTML outputs in 
ELFFS. Now it can output XML format. Users can enter the data using a browser 
without knowing the details of XML. It is a useful tool to attract users to adopt the 
XML standard more quickly. 
Although the formatting agent provides a higher degree of integration with core 
ELFFS-XML system, filers can create their XML filings using their favorite XML 
editor instead of the formatting agent. Therefore, it is also important that the DTD will 
be disclosed publicly and made widely available 
6.1.2 Information Collection/Storage 
Since many financial information sources are available today. They exhibit in a 
wide variety of formats and come from different channels. We need to develop a set of 
retrieval agents, which can connect to different data sources, which includes the 
ELFFS financial report archive, Reuter, the World Wide Web, financial knowledge 
bases and other legacy sources as well. At the same time, we need to understand what 
we have collected semantically. Therefore, we need a uniform framework or interface 




In addition, we have to find a way to store these data in a uniform manner after 
we have retrieved and analyzed them so that the methods to store and retrieve them 
can be programmed easily throughout the whole system. XML, in our view, make 
much sense as a storage medium. However, the system needs to be flexible enough to 
take care of other scenarios such as the needs to store relational data or to adapt to 
future storage technologies. 
6.1.3 Knowledge Generation 
Viewing financial filings from ELFFS-XML alone does not usually provide 
enough information for making good financial judgment and decisions. 
Knowledgeable investors tend to cross-linking different type of information and data 
for analysis before making decisions. 
ELFFS-XML has gradually become a rich digital library of financial knowledge 
over time as the news and knowledge bases grow over time. Finding useful 
information from within this library will become difficult if there is no measure to 
provide user with automated assistance. To overcome this problem, we need to design 
certain features such as cross-linking mechanism, full text search ability, listed 
companies comparison, etc. in an automated and efficient approach to ease the 
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searching and analyzing costs of end-users. 
6.1.4 Knowledge Dissemination/Presentation 
In order to cater the varieties of delivery medium and output formats, we need to 
an adaptable solution. 
First, if we are to allow different delivery medium, we need to have to handle 
different protocols in communication. Each delivery medium has its own operating 
mechanism. For example, the web browser operates differently from a wireless 
device. They have different software requirements as well. 
Second, we need to care about how to eliminate code and data duplication. 
Presentation styles may change from time to time. If we have to modify the display 
style of one million documents for each of the delivery medium, it would be an 
absolute nightmare for almost everyone concerned in the system. Therefore, a good 
management mechanism for styles is essential. 
6.1.5 Feedback 
User feedback is the last stage of the ELFFS-XML financial document 
disclosure framework. It is of tremendous importance since feedback means 
accumulation of knowledge and increase to the existing knowledge base. 
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However, it is not as easy to design and implement as it sounds. Users usually 
possess knowledge in their mind. But it is quite difficult for us to know what is in their 
mind, not to mention how to capture it, store it and to incorporate it into our existing 
knowledge storage. 
One of the main focuses of ELFFS-XML is to let users to evaluate what is 
important to users of financial information especially for small individual investors, 
who are not as resourceful as corporate investors. 
A feedback facility is needed to pick up the concept entries that are potential tags 
in the system so that users can participate in the new tag evaluation. The system will 
record their ratings against each new tag. 
From the evaluation results, we can potentially know what the users want to see 
and how the system can response to their needs by collecting and indexing these 
information. In that sense, we are creating tags from the choice of users. We also made 
use of this rating facilities as an infrastructure for our overall evaluation discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
6.2 Components of ELFFS-XML 
The architecture overview of ELFFS-XML can be summarized in Figure 10. In 
the following, we will examine the most important components of ELFFS-XML. 
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Details about the mapping between the various stages of the financial document 
disclosure model and the architecture will also be given where appropriate. 
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Figure 10. Architecture of ELFFS-XML 
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6.2.1 Data Source Abstraction Layer 
The other important backend of ELFFS-XML is its Data Source Abstraction 
Layer. It receives data from many different sources. The major categories of sources 
include XML, database, free text，HTML and formatted data. 
Multiple agents are working autonomously in harvesting data and information 
from different sources, such as the Reuters agent gets Reuters news feed; the web 
spider agent recursively download ELFFS HTML reports and other pages from 
financial web sites; and the quotes agent monitors and records the tick-by-tick data of 
selected securities and indexes. 
The types of data gathered from these agents are guaranteed to be diverse and 
may carries arbitrary information. Here we adopted a mediator/wrapper approach [40； 
where we provide a level of abstraction so that all the data sent to the storage layer 
will be consistent in format. 
For each type of source, we developed a specific wrapper to convert the source to 
XML. The wrapper will output to a mediator, which is responsible to pass the 
correctly formatted output to the data layer through API. This greatly enhances the 
flexibility of the system as well as increases its knowledge aggregation ability. 
XML wrapper is a trivial one. XML documents are usually associated with 
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DTDs. Therefore, we can easily identify what domain the document belongs to and 
minimal conversion is needed. Database wrapper is also trivial because the database 
schema must be known before retrieving data. If the schema is known, the database 
can be easily mapped to XML because the conversion from database schema to DTD 
is quite straightforward. Similarly, formatted data such as prices and quotes from 
Reuters can be easily tagged and wrapped because the data format is well-structured 
and is known to the wrapper. 
However, for free texts and HTML documents, it may be difficult to write a 
wrapper. First, the documents must be categorized and grouped according to their 
domain so that their document types are clearly known. For example, we need to 
know it is an ELFFS HTML filing before processing it. Next, we have to write a 
HTML ELFFS filing wrapper that handles that kind of texture material specifically. 
The extraction method used by wrappers varies according to the type of 
document and type of data that is to be extracted. Various artificial intelligence 
approach can be applied, including template based extraction, natural language 
processing, etc�It is also worth noting that these methods do not necessarily provide 
enough precision and performance. 
The advantage of this abstraction is that new types of sources can be handled 
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easily with a wrapper plug-in, which extends the capability of the mediator. 
6.2.2 Storage Abstraction Layer 
After the data and information have been collected from the Data Source 
Abstraction Layer, they must be stored for future use and further processing. Ideally, 
these data can be stored in different containers using different mechanisms. Every site 
has its own mass storage device, mechanism, configuration as well as deployment 
plan. It is very difficult if they are forced to install, setup and configure, say for 
example, a relational database, in order to process the data from ELFFS-XML. 
Currently, the Storage Abstraction Layer can store data into an XML archive, a 
relational database such as Oracle, Sybase, DB2, etc., as well as plain file system. It 
also has a flexible mechanism for adding extra and custom storage mechanisms, such 
as the Oracle Internet File System (IFS). 
The abstraction layer itself, provides mainly two sets of well-defined and public 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), namely, the storage API and the retrieval 
API. The storage API is used by the Data Source Abstraction Layer to store data in 
ELFFS-XML, while the retrieval API is used by various program logics such as 
agents and service modules to retrieve data stored in ELFFS-XML. 
Based on the client/server model, a storage server is responsible to handle all the 
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API requests. The server can be configured for use with particular data source with a 
predefined configuration or can be dynamically specified using the API. The storage 
server accepts XML Remote Procedural Calls (XML-RPC) [48] so that the modules 
of both sides of the API, be it storage or retrieval, can be written in any language 
without any interoperability headaches. 
To extend the Storage Abstraction Layer to other storage, one must create a 
storage provider, which extends the functionality of the storage interfaces, including 
storage and retrieval. Because the storage server is written in the Java language, it can 
easily be extended through inheritance. 
In addition, the storage provider must be able to handle all the functions defined 
by the API. In the latest incarnation of the API, it can 
1. Manage namespace/obj ect space 
2. Manage schema and data modeling and mapping 
3. Manage storage 
4. Manage retrieval 
5 • Provide basic data querying 
6. Be able to plug-in custom data management module 
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7. Provide physical storage information 
8. Allow choices of different physical storage mechanism if available 
The API generally receives and output data in XML form. However, storage of 
these data in XML form is not a mandatory requirement, so long as it can convert 
these data back to XML for user retrieval. 
We will look into the XML backend data store as an example of storage provider. 
The XML storage provider actually stores the data in a file system and the files are in 
XML format. Every object is mapped into a different file system directory named 
according to the object name, such as "document concepts". The schema of the object 
must be specified when it is first created. The schema tells the storage system what 
that particular object stores and retrieves. In the XML backend, the schema is stored 
as a DTD inside that directory. 
The data stored via the storage API are then stored using a special data model. By 
design the data input from the API is in DOM tree. These data are then validated for 
syntax and put into separate files inside the corresponding object directory. The record 
entry is recorded in a master data file, also in XML format. When the files are 
retrieved by the retrieval API, the requested XML files are recombined in real-time 
using the "SYSTEM" entity feature of XML. This is a useful feature when a large 
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amount of small and segmented XML files need to be handled. For example, an XML 
object repository is formed from three individual XML documents can be combined 
as shown in Figure 11. 
<!DOCTYPE page[ 〈！ENTITY includeOOOOOOOOOOOl SYSTEM "000000000001/content.xml"> 
〈！ENTITY include000000000002 SYSTEM "000000000002/content.xml"> 
〈！ENTITY include000000000003 SYSTEM "000000000003/content.xml"> ]> 
<elffs> � f i l i n g � 
&include000000000001; � / f i l i n g � � f i l i n g � 
&include000000000002; � / f i l i n g � � f i l i n g � 
&include000000000003; � / f i l i n g � 
</elffs> 
Figure 11. A Sample XML Repository 
It is by design that the files are not concatenated at the beginning and have a 
small granularity. Although it may increase access time, it also increases the handling 
flexibility these data, when we are using file-system based storage. Small pieces can 
be assembled whenever they are needed instead of an enormous XML file being read 
for only a small amount of information. Some alternative mechanisms can also be 
employed as alternatives such as dbXML [45] for XML storage. 
A minimal amount of data，mainly searchable keys as defined in the schema, is 




6.2.3 Logic Layer 
The logic layer consists of three main types of logics, namely, batch logic, online 
logic and feedback logic. 
The first one consists of batch operation logics such as summarization of texture 
information in ELFFS-XML, technical analysis of financial, market and economic 
data, indexing, summarization engine, as well as thesaurus generator. These logics are 
characterized by the interaction with other system modules and its data flow. It only 
interfaces with the Data Source Abstraction Layer. It takes information and data from 
the data layer and outputs processed information back to this layer. 
Logic are usually embedded inside intelligent agents in this layer. They may 
work in groups and can communicate with each other using agent communication 
languages such as the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [32；. 
There are several advantages of using multi-agents in the batch logic layer. It offers 
collaboration and cooperation among agents and at the same time provides high 
degree of parallelism in which many varieties of jobs can be done at the same time. 
This also means that they are quite robust and scalable in nature and also provide 
modularity and certain object oriented features. 
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For examples, the thesaurus generator agent generate the ELFFS-XML concept 
space based on the multi-document concept space approach outlined in Chapter 5. 
The summarization engine also works as an agent. When the spider agent receives a 
new article, the summarization engine will be notified and it will try to identify key 
concepts inside the document using the ELFFS-XML concept space generated by the 
thesaurus generator. The sentences containing the found concepts are then extracted 
and are then stored back to the document summary object in the data layer. 
The second one consists of online logics such as search logics, generic query 
logics, data comparison, cross-linking and data reader functionalities. These logics 
generally read data from the data layer, then process them and then output some 
results to the presentation layer for further processing. 
Online logics are usually online functions and are implemented using some 
querying mechanism such as the XSP, XML Query Language (XML-QL) [14]，Lore 
[19], XSL Transformation, or any application that can parse XML data by a parser, 
etc. Logics for complicated tasks such as comparing the performance of different 
public companies are written using these XML querying processors. It first extends 
the capability of the storage abstraction layer to enable its core querying capabilities 
and then perform querying according to user input. XML output will be sent to the 
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presentation for rendering to output devices. 
The cross-linking logic is one of these online logics. Upon receiving 
cross-linking request, it retrieves the document concerned from the data layer and 
then performs concept identification to extract key concepts. After that, it uses the 
XSP to query the document summary object in the data layer to identify documents 
with the same concept. The performance comparison logic operates more the less 
same as the cross-linking logic. It requests different filings from the data source as 
specified by the user and then perform tags extraction using XSP. The output is then 
sent to the presentation layer for further layout processing. 
The feedback and personalization logics are the third type of logics in the layer. It 
helps to solicit feedback from end users through the presentation layer, and at the 
same time, provide personalization and customization to users. It also helped the 
content push module in the presentation layer. Logics in this layer generally read from 
and write data to the data layer and interact with the presentation layer, which 
interface directly with end users. 
6.2.4 Presentation Layer 
There are several modules in the presentation layer, including user interfaces 
(services) modules, push agents, personality module, XSL engine and core service 
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providers. 
The core service delivery providers interface with the physical information 
delivery channels. There are a couple of service delivery providers in ELFFS-XML, 
for instance, web server for World Wide Web contents, Wireless Application Protocol 
(WAP) gateway for wireless devices, new server for NNTP delivery, FTP server for 
FTP services, mail server for email alerts etc. Some providers like web server and 
WAP gateway provide bi-directional channels such that users can interact with the 
logic layer of ELFFS-XML online. 
While the core service providers provide foremost front-end interface with 
end-users, the XSL engine provides suitable XML transformation and formatting to 
different service providers. We used a Java-Servlet Cocoon [3], which includes a 
XML parser and a XSL interpreter, to perform this XSL transformation and formatting 
on the server side. After the logic layer extracts and produces results to the 
presentation layer, a suitable style sheet from the corresponding user interface module 
and service provider is applied to that particular type of results and medium. 
For example, when a user retrieves a particular document, the user interface 
module decides that it needs to bring out a list of related documents as a 
cross-reference for the user. It then invokes the cross-linking logic to make a look up 
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related documents and the results are then applied to a style sheet before sending them 
to the output channel. 
The personality engine can optionally interact with the feedback agent in the 
logic layer to retrieve users' personal preferences and settings in form of a style sheet. 
The style sheet will also be applied to the output documents to create personalized 
display. 
The push agents can be installed as applet in users' Web browser window. It will 
interact with the feedback and personalization agents in the logics layer to solicit 
feedback according the rules stored in the user interfaces modules and provide the 
ability to customize their viewing experience. At the same time, it can also hint or 
alert the user when certain alarm has been set. For example, users can ask the agent to 
alert them when a particular type of report is newly released. 
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7 Evaluating ELFFS-XML 
We have discussed the hypothetical benefits of ELFFS-XML in the Chapter 4 
and its design in Chapter 6. To quantify the actual benefits it brings to the consumers 
of financial data, we have defined evaluation frameworks as well as conducted a 
number of user evaluations. We evaluate using different criteria: users' satisfaction, 
systems efficiency as well as the performance of different approaches to generate 
ELFFS-XML tags. Before the evaluation, we first take a look at how ELFFS-XML 
compares to other electronic financial filing systems. 
7.1 Comparison with Other Financial Information 
Disclosure Systems 
Here in this section, we will discuss the benefits of ELFFS-XML by comparing 
different such systems using the Financial Document Disclosure Model. 
A comparison of different financial information disclosure systems is provided 
in Table 2, in which the ELFFS and the SEDAR system were used as reference. 
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Traditional (SEDAR) ELFFS ELFFS-XML — 
• Formatting wizard 
J • Java based • Using any tools • Formatting wizard Information A / , . ^ • Cross platform Creation • •啤 j t format extremely • Java based • � d s tagged varied • Cross platform 
• Other XML aware editors as 
alternatives 
Information • WWW • WWW miormation • Modem terminal upload � . � � T C a . QQT Collection ^ • Secured via SSL • Secured via SSL 
• File systems based 
• File systems based • File systems based • XML archive 
Information • usually 1 file • Usually multiple files • Usually multiple files 
Storage • Database • Database • Optional legacy database 
support 
• Document indexes 
• Full text indexes 
‘ . J • Cross referencing with i^nnwipHop • Document indexes ？ Knowledge • Document indexes ” ” . � online news articles Generation • Full text indexes • Keyword search 
• Multiple documents 
comparison and querying 
• WWW, FTP 
Knowledge • ^ w w • ^ ^ ^ • SMTP (email), NNTP (news) 
DISSEMINATION • S M T P (EMAIL) • W处 
— • X M L / X S L T 
• WORD DOCUMENTS • SERVER SIDE TRANSFORMATION TO 
• WORD PERFECT DOCUMENTS H T M L 
• P . FONNATS • H T M L • BROWSER INDEPENDENT 
PRESENTATION ^ PRESENTATION 
• NEED SPECIAL PROPRIETARY ^ viewer • Document map 
• PDF for printing 
• Feedback agent 
Feedback • None • None • Automatic feedback collection 
Table 2. Comparing Different Financial Information Disclosure Systems 
In the information creation stage, SEDAR filings can be created using any tool 
because there is no specific format requirement for SEDAR filings. It may seem an 
advantage at the first sight — it looks like that it is platform independent and vendor 
neutral in the information creation stage. It is actually not the case here because the 
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outputs of this stage are extremely varied in format. ELFFS, on the other hand, 
accepts HTML as the filing language, which also has no fixed format requirements. 
Although it does provide a cross-platform formatting agent for filers, it is still far from 
optimal. ELFFS-XML only supports XML, which can offer a much wider range of 
possibilities for including metadata in the document, attaching keywords to it，editing 
the document in any XML-enabled editors, etc. We would say, ELFFS-XML, can 
save both cost and time for filers. 
SEDAR, which has established long ago, still sticks to the old serial modem 
access for submitting from filers. ELFFS and ELFFS-XML uses the World Wide Web 
secured with the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for file uploads. In addition, the 
ELFFS-XML can employ agent facilities to collect the finished documents at regular 
intervals from each filer. 
The collected files are stored in plain file system in SEDAR and ELFFS. The file 
information is recorded in relational database systems. ELFFS-XML introduces a 
storage abstraction layer. Through this layer, documents collected can be stored in a 
file system, a database, a database file system such as the Oracle Internet File System, 
an XML archive. This way, document management in the system can be consistent 
and multiple storage mechanisms can be plugged in and deployed with ease. 
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In terms of knowledge generation, SEDAR only provides a document index, 
whereas ELFFS provides both document index and full text search database. Due to 
the flexible architecture of ELFFS-XML, it can offer online cross-reference with 
other data sources, keyword search and multiple document comparison and querying 
besides the basic document and full text indices. 
Both SEDAR and ELFFS utilize the World Wide Web for contents 
dissemination. ELFFS can additionally send out email alerts through Internet email 
gateways (SMTP). In ELFFS-XML, contents can be disseminated through WWW, 
SMTP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Internet news (NNTP), Wireless Application 
Protocol (WAP), and Simple Message System (Short Message Service). Users of 
ELFFS-XML can also have their contents delivered to them automatically with push 
agents in ELFFS-XML. New delivery medium can be added easily due to its modular 
design. 
Proprietary formats, such as Microsoft Word, Word Perfect, etc. are being used 
in SEDAR. The immediately effect of this is that users need special software in order 
to view and print the documents. ELFFS made an improvement by presenting the 
contents to users through HTML, which can be viewed with any Web browser. 
ELFFS-XML made one step further. With the use of XSL，virtually any form of 
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presentation is allowed. Currently, we are able to present the contents in forms of 
document map for fast overview, HTML page for viewing in Web browsers, raw XML 
contents for further machine processing, ASCII text for editing, Portable Document 
Format (PDF) for printing. 
There is currently no computer-assisted mechanism for feedback in both SEDAR 
and ELFFS. Users of ELFFS-XML can provide various types of feedback such as 
opinions，discussion as well as evaluation to the system through the feedback agent. 
It is not difficult to see that ELFFS-XML, in many ways, has trivial advantages 
over the traditional SEDAR and ELFFS systems. 
7.2 Users' Evaluation 
Measuring how satisfied a user of ELFFS-XML reflects the quantified benefits 
gained by financial information consumers. We propose to conduct a survey for 
investors to see how much time and money they spend on collecting financial data, 
absorb and analyze them, compare them, and cross-linking related information using 
ELFFS-XML and tradition World Wide Web search methods. 
The less time and money spent indicate that ELFFS-XML can provide positive 
use values for financial information consumers. On the other hand, if they find it too 
costly and too time consuming using ELFFS-XML, it means that ELFFS-XML is not 
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suitable for general uses. 
A questionnaire will be designed to investigate these issues. We are looking 
forward to leam the evaluation results of investors. 
7.3 Systems Efficiency 
XML is, in theory, more bulky to be stored than the usual binary encoded data. 
We store and process pure XML documents in ELFFS-XML, from raw data to 
intermediate output as well as processed data. This implies that we have to spend huge 
amount of space to store all of these as well as consume a considerably larger network 
bandwidth in dealing with these XML data. We have conducted a simple experiment 
revealing the size of an XML document can cost significantly more resources than a 
binary encoded document (store, network transfer, read, process.) 
The experiment was conducted in a SUN Ultra-5 machine with 400MHz 
ULTRAsparc-II CPU and 256MB of memory. The files are hosted at a remote file 
server using Network File System (NFS) through a lOOMb/s network switch. 
Time used to read a file from the NFS server, read from memory line by line in a 
program written by the C language and processed by the Xerces C++ XML Parser 4.0 
is recorded. There is no direct one-to-one comparison between XML files and other 
binary encoded files because of the difference in structure and storage mechanism. 
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But to have a rough idea of how binary encoded files perform, we included a 
measurement in which Microsoft Word document of the same size (without graphics 
and other special objects) is opened by a Word file decoder WVware (wvText) 
running on the same machine as in the XML test. For each round of test, 5 different 
documents of approximately the same size are tested and the time recorded and 
averaged out. We summarize the results in Table 3 summarizes the results. 
I Network I Memory XML XML Binary Word 
(Averaged) Storage Lines Transfer Read Parser Rate Word File Rate 
f k B � ( X M L ) (s) (s) Processing (s) (kB/s) Decode (s) (kb/s) 
Sm补训 o ^ 0 0 2 0.01 0.15 33.3 1.29 3 . 8 8 _ Medium File “ 200 21558 0.07 0.25 2.71 73.8 4.76 42.02 " T ^ g e F i l e I 10240 19986431 0.24 0.12 138.01 74.2 56.14 182.40 
Table 3. Performance Measurements of XML Files of Different Sizes 
From the results, it appears most of the computation of retrieving XML data is 
spent in the XML parser. It is interesting to see that the XML processing rate hit the 
performance limit at 200kB file size already because performance is about the same 
for both 200kB and 10MB. Binary Word file, however, still have large margin of 
performance gain with larger file and we still do not see limit with 10MB size. Both 
XML and Word file have low performance on small file size. This is understandable 
because there must be some performance overhead and latency associated with each 
of the mechanism. It is also interesting to see that the overhead in XML file seems 
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smaller than Word documents because the XML parser performed much better than 
the Word parser about ten times in the 5kB category. 
More resources spent to processing means the system efficiency is lower and is 
less likely to scale well. We definitely need some ways to reduce the impact of this 
problem, for examples, improving the money per unit storage price, increasing 
network performance, implementing XML data compression, etc. — but these are 
already outside the scope of this document and are other aspects of systems research. 
7.4 XML Tag Generation Approach Performance 
Evaluation 
We have outlined three different approaches in Chapter 5 to generate 
ELFFS-XMLtags in an automated manner. These three approaches are statistical and 
information retrieval approach, accounting and auditing practice approach and 
investor feedback approach. 
We conducted the experiment with three different groups of people/computers, 
including the thesaurus agent, a group of 3 experts in the field of accounting, finance 
and investment, as well as a group of 5 individual investors with different 
backgrounds, which correspond to the three different approaches for tag generation. 
Each of the three groups were given a accounting and a financial investment 
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dictionary, twenty annual reports of Hong Kong, a list of twenty finance related web 
sites with a machine to access those sites, a terminal that can access and view real time 
financial data from Reuters and 5000 pieces of archived Reuters news articles related 
to South East Asia market. 
After reading and examining these above materials, the three groups of 
participants were asked to produce a list of tags including financial terms, keywords, 
and data fields, etc.，that they think is useful and is necessary to be known and 
understood before making financial investment decisions. They are given a total of 
ten hours to come up with the list with no items limit. The thesaurus agent is running 
on a SUN-Enterprise 6500 server with 8 ULTRAsparc-II 400MHz CPUs and 3 GB of 
memory. It is allowed to run for one hour according to the algorithms and operations 
described in Chapter 5. 
Both human and computer participants are only allowed to view web pages that 
are directed linked from the list of specified web sites to increase the fairness of the 
experiment. After the list was produced, the naming of the tags was adjusted so that 
they are consistent with each other in terms of semantic meaning. 
To quantify the performance of the different approaches, we view the selected 
tags from each of the three groups as separate sets as in Figure 12. Visually, the more 
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dark area a set has with respect to its own size, the better is its performance. Similarly, 
if a set the more dark area with respect to the total dark gray and black area, it 
performs better also. 
n i l 
Figure 12. Different Sets of ELFFS-XML Tags 
Mathematically, we use precision and recall as our evaluation metric. In 
information extraction, precision P and recall R are usually defined as [31]: 
number of correct answers produced 
total number of answers produced 
R number of correct answers produced 
total number of correct answers 
We slightly modified this concept so that “answers，，means "tags"; "correct" 
refers to those "good" answers given by two or more groups of participants. Visually, 
good tags are those tags inside the dark gray and black area. The revised equations 
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are: 
p 一 number of good tags produced 
total number of tags produced 
_ number of good tags produced J\ — “ “ total number of good tags 
We used the F-measure to combine both ratings. The F-measure is defined as: 
P = 1 was chosen because we believe that precision and recall are equally 
important. 
The results are tabulated in Table 4. The concept space approach has the best 
recall and the medium precision. The experts group has the best precision but only has 
medium recall. The investor group scored the worst for both recall and precision. 
# Correct # Produced Total Correct P R Ei 
Investors 128 385 257 0.33 _ _ _ 
F^nprt. _ 157 一350 257 M l ^ _ _ Agent 185 480 251 0.38 0.72 0.25 
Table 4. Experiment Results for Different Tag Generation Approaches 
Computer agents usually archive better recall than human participants do [11；. 
Our experiment is no exception as well. Combing the two scores using the F1 score, it 
shows that the performance of the thesaurus agent is very close to the experts group. 
The expert group won only by a small margin. We believe that the statistical 
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information retrieval approach performs reasonably well in terms of overall 
performance. However, to use the statistical information retrieval approach, which 
has a low precision, small amount of human/experts intervention can be applied to 
further filter the output to increase recall performance. We believe this computer 
agent plus experts approach can archive the overall quality of the tags generated. 
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8 Conclusion and Future Research 
In this thesis, we proposed a new approach to support indexing, organizing, and 
retrieving of financial information on the Internet using the extensible Markup 
Language (XML). The new approach includes models such as the document 
disclosure model, which was proposed to understand the underlying problems of 
information producers and consumers. 
The strength of this new approach is that important data can be extracted and turn 
into knowledge more easily than in the traditional HTML approach. ELFFS-XML can 
help to archive higher information transparency through the provision of filing 
standards and facilities to organize these information. End-users can gain benefits 
because they can obtain knowledge more easily. At the same time, it also provides 
multiple efficient delivery channels for end-users to receive the needed information at 
the lowest cost of time and money. It significantly bridges the gap between large 
corporate investors and small individuals, who are less resourceful. 
We also found out that with the help of financial experts, computer agent, which 
automatically generate metadata or tags from a multiple documents collected from 
different sources, can provide very good performance in terms of precision and recall 
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Despite how ideal it sounds, there is still work to be done. Currently, the DTD 
defined for ELFFS-XML is in an experimental stage that lacks sophistication and 
details. Many financial performance tags are missing. We look forward to expand it 
into a full-fledged XML vocabulary, and to letting government agencies evaluate its 
usefulness. 
Scalability is another issue. Searching through a large text-based XML 
repository on a file-system-based storage can be very I/O intensive. This may become 
a bottleneck for large systems. And no standard ways exist to query an XML archive. 
All we have now is an XML parser and a set of procedures about how to use it. We are 
currently implement dbXML and XML-QL, which are SQL-like languages for XML, 
to improve performance and provide more features. 
To help future development and study the overall system usefulness and benefits, 
an in-depth user evaluation is currently underway to study the performance of the new 
approach with the traditional ones from the perspectives of end-users. 
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Appendix I Survey on Investment Pattern 
Part I: Financial Knowledge and Investment Behavior 
1. How much do you know about the following financial terms? 
(0 do not know, 5 fully understand) 
P/E Ratio 一 
Moving Averages 
R.S.L 一 
2. Which of the following factors that you will consider when you invest in the 
stock market? 
(May choose more than 1 answers) 
Price trend (market open/close/volume data) 
Interest rate 
Stock indexes 
Technical analysis data (RSI, MA, etc.) 




3. What is your financial information source? 
Media 
Internet 
Printed material by listed companies 
4. How much time do you spent weekly using Internet to obtain financial 
information? 
5 • What are the main obstacles you have encountered when depending on the 
Internet to make financial investment decisions? 
Do not know where to find 
Do not have easy access to Internet 
Too time consuming to search 
Display format too complex 
Unable to distinguish between real and false information 
Information on Internet are useless in making decisions 
Download time to slow from Internet 
No archive of old financial information 
Some sites provide too much data 
Some sites do not updates the information frequently 
Different sites tell different, biased, or conflicting story 
Some requirement optional viewing tools to download the information 
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Good services cost too much 
Others: 
Part II: Financial Information Usage 
1. What Internet financial services provider have you used? 
2. What information do they provide? 
3. What information or data do you monitor before making investment decisions? 




Appendix II Core ELFFS-XML DTD 
<！ELEMENT image-inline (#PCDATA)> 
<！ELEMENT attach (#PCDATA)> 
<！ELEMENT link (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST image-inline url CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<lATTLIST image-inline comment CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST attach url CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<lATTLIST attach comment CDATA ttIMPLIED> 
<lATTLIST link href CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<！ELEMENT filing (data, body, footer)> 
<!ELEMENT data (docid, type, banner?, title, coid, coname, date, keyword+)> 
<！ELEMENT docid (#PCDATA)> 
<！ELEMENT type (#PCDATA)> 
<！ELEMENT banner (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)> 
<！ELEMENT Coid (#PCDATA)> 
<！ELEMENT coname (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT date (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT keyword (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT body (section+)> 
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<！ELEMENT section (sidebar?, maintext)> 
<！ELEMENT sidebar (image-sidebar+)> 
<！ELEMENT image-sidebar (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT maintext {paragraph+, section-subl*)> 
<！ELEMENT section-subl (paragraph+)> 
<！ELEMENT paragraph (#PCDATA|image-inline|attach|link)*> 
<!ATTLIST section name CDATA #IMPLIED> 
< ！ ATTLIST image-sidebar url CDATA #REQUIRED:> 
<！ATTLIST image-sidebar comment CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<！ATTLIST image-sidebar width CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST image-sidebar height CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<！ATTLIST section-subl name CDATA ttIMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST paragraph name CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<！ELEMENT footer (#PCDATA|legal)*> 
<！ELEMENT legal {paragraph+)> 
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Appendix III Performance Related XML Tags 
Tag Name Explanation 
asset-cash Cash 
asset-invest Investments 
asset-acctrcv Accounts Receivable 
asset-invtry Inventories 
asset-deferred-exp Deferred Expenses Asset 
asset-prepay Prepaid Expenses 
asset-deferred-tax Deferred Tax Asset 
asset-properties Properties 
asset-goodwill Goodwill 
asset-others Other Asset 
asset-total Total Asset 
liab-acctpay Accounts Payable 
liab-accured-exp Accrued Expenses 
liab-tax Tax Payable 
liab-salpay — Salary Payable 
liab-deferred-tax Deferred Tax Liabilities 
l i a b - t o t a l T o t a l Liabilities 
eqt-value-ps Stock Value Per Share 
eqt-paidincap Paid-in Capital 
eqt-retainedem Retained Earnings 
eqt-total Total Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity 
inc-rev Revenue 
inc-cost Cost 
inc-gprof Gross Profot 
inc-operexp Operating Expense 
inc-netincome-ptax Pre-tax Net Income 
inc-netincome Net Income 
inc-inc-ps Income Per Share 
inc-inc-psd Income Per Share Diluted 
cash-operate Cash Flow of Operating Activities 
c a s h - i n v e s t C a s h Flow of Investment 
cash-finance Cash Flow of Financing Activities 
cash-debt Notes and Debts Payments 
cash-stockoption Exercising Stock Options 
cash-repurchase Repurchasing Stock 
cash-issueproceeds Proceeds of Stock Issuance 
cash-incometax Income Tax Paid 
cash-interest Interest Paid 
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Tag Name Explanation 
perf-tumover Turnover 
perf-tumoverinc Turnover Increase 
perf-tumoverpinc Turnover Percentage Increase 
perf-nprofit Net Profit 
perf-nprofitinc Net Profit Increase 
perf-nprofitpinc Net Profit Percentage Increase 
perf-profitat After-Tax Profit 
perf-proFitatinc After-Tax Profit Increase 
perf-profitatpinc After-Tax Profit Percentage Increase 
perf-profitbt Before-Tax Profit 
perf-proFitbtinc Before-Tax Profit Increase 
perf-profitbtpinc Before-Tax Profit Percentage Increase 
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